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PO Box 5011, Brendale, Qld, 4500 
 
P: (07) 3205 3070  M: 0438 700 186   
 
I am the owner and the Managing Director of Coffs Harbour Demolitions Pty Ltd and we are holders of a Class A Asbestos Removal Licence as 
well as a Unrestricted Demolition Licence in NSW.  Since October 2013 we have been fortunate enough to have affiliated ourselves with Foam 
Shield Australia and the Foam Shield line of equipment and products. 
 
David Hutchins and his team have time and time again proven themselves invaluable with their industry experience and product knowledge 
which has enabled us to undertake some of the most complex and high risk Asbestos Removal Projects along the Mid North Coast of NSW. 
 
The Foam Shield line of equipment and products has not only proven to aid us in offering a superior removal technique but it has also given 
our most valuable assets, our staff, the confidence to undertake these particular Asbestos Removal and Abetment Works in some difficult and 
testing environments.  The extra line of defense that the Foam Shield products provide has given ourselves, our Clients and the communities 
that we work in the assurance of knowing that all of the related Asbestos Removal Works are being undertaken to the highest possible 
standard. 
 
Some of our Projects where we have utilized the Foam Shield product include: 
 

• Removal and Disposal of Asbestos Containing Vinyl Tiles and Adhesive from a distributing Warehouse. 
• Removal and Disposal of Asbestos Containing Vinyl Tiles and Adhesive from 3 x Schools. 
• Removal and Disposal of Asbestos Containing Adhesive from a occupied Commercial Premises. 
• Removal and Disposal of a Fire Damaged Railway Cottage that included the Removal and Disposal of the related fire damaged 

Asbestos Linings and Contaminated Soil adjacent to a live rail way line. 
• Complete Strip Out of a 700m2 retail premises that was damaged by fire.  This retail premises which reflected more of a underwater 

ship wreck than a demolition site, not only had Asbestos containing Vermiculite lining the structural steel that had become friable 
but also had a significant mould outbreak from all of the contained pre-existing moisture. 

• Removal and Disposal of Asbestos Lagging from within an operating Hospital. 
• Complete Strip Out of a multi level retail/commercial premise that was damaged by fire that had Asbestos containing Vermiculite 

lining structural elements and Asbestos Containing Vinyl Tiles and Adhesive that required removing. 
 
Upon consultation with David and his team prior to the stripping out of the 700m2 retail premises, we were able to deliver via the HVU the 
D164 chemical additive a safe work environment for our staff and the community by being able to address and suppress the potential 
releasing of mould spores which was further accommodated with the High Volume Foam throughout the general clean up and remediation 
works. 
 
I would have no hesitation in recommending Foam Shield to any potential Licencee and I look forward to our ongoing relationship with 
David, his team and the Foam Shield Company. 
 
 



 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Robbie Bell 
Director 
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